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ON ACCURACY OF P-VALUES IN BINARY

RESPONSE MODELS

Lynn Roy LaMotte

ABSTRACT. A framework is proposed for discussing p-values in models for
binary response. Within that framework, the target of a p-value is defined, and
accuracy is described relative to that target. Likelihood-ratio, F , and Pearson chi-
squared approximate p-values, the exact conditional p-value based on the score
statistic, and its mid-p version are examined by examples with models for 2 × c

contingency tables.

1. Introduction

Several p-values are available to test for effects in models for categorical re-
sponse variables. Some are called “approximate” and others, “exact”. For the
same data, exact p-values can differ among themselves to an extent that leads
to different interpretations. Approximate p-values differ among themselves, too.
They have been called “inaccurate and misleading” [4].

That exact p-values can differ indicates that there is no unique, correct
p-value. It is not always clear what an approximate p-value is approximating,
and different p-values may have different targets.

It is not clear exactly what “exact” means, either. A g r e s t i ’s [1] definition
is the most inclusive, saying that an exact p-value is a probability computed
from “exactly specified distributions”. An exact p-value is not necessarily ac-
curate. The inaccuracy of exact conditional p-values led to the development of
mid-p-values. “Accuracy” does not seem to be clearly defined either, because
the target of an approximate p-value is not fully agreed upon.

A framework for p-values is suggested in this paper, within which a p-value’s
target, and hence its accuracy, is defined. A fundamental relation between a
p-value and its target is established. Comparisons among p-values are shown
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in some small-sample examples. Computations for the results shown here were
done using SAS/IML [10].

2. The setting and notation

The examples shown here are 2 × c contingency tables. In this setting, there
are c populations, and the response variable is dichotomous, coded as 0 or 1.
In the jth population, Pr(Y = 1) = πj. From the jth population, nj subjects
are sampled independently, j = 1, . . . , c. Denote the n =

∑
nj responses by

Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn). The sample space is S = {0, 1}n. Denote the population from
which the ith subject came by ji. Denote the c sample sums by Tj , j = 1, . . . , c,
where Tj =

∑

{i:ji=j}
Yi. Let T0 =

∑

i
Yi. Denote realized values by lower case letters,

y for the response and tj = Tj(y) for the category sums. The joint probability
mass function of Y is

fY (y; π1, . . . , πc) = πt1
1 (1 − π1)n1−t1 · · ·πtc

c (1 − πc)nc−tc .

Clearly, T1, . . . , Tc form a sufficient statistic for this family of distributions.
We shall consider p-values for the hypothesis that the distribution of the

response is the same under all conditions, that is, H0 : π1 = · · · = πc. Let
π0 denote the common Pr(Y = 1) under H0. Under H0, the statistic T0(Y ) is
sufficient for the joint distribution of Y1, . . . , Yn.

3. A framework for p-values

A p-value is taken here to be any statistic p̂(y) that takes values between 0
and 1, inclusive. It is supposed to tell us that if H0 were true, the probability of
outcomes as extreme as or more extreme than y would be p̂(y). The definition
of ‘more extreme’ is taken to mean lesser values of p̂, so

Cp̂(y) =
{
u ∈ S : p̂(u) ≤ p̂(y)

}

is the set of outcomes in S defined by p̂ to be as extreme as or more extreme
than y. Call this the extreme set for y defined by p̂. It is the critical region
for the test that rejects H0 for outcomes u such that p̂(u) ≤ p̂(y). Regarding
p̂(y) as a test statistic, H0 is rejected at the nominal α level of significance when
p̂(y) ≤ α. For the data y, the least α that would lead to rejection of H0 is p̂(y),
and the size of the test with this nominal level of significance is p(y), where

p(y) = sup
π0

Pr
[
Cp̂(y); π0

]
.
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We shall call p(y) the target of p̂(y) at the outcome y. The target p(y) of p̂(y)
is itself a p-value. In the literature it is called an exact unconditional p-value.

3.1. Relations between a p-value and its target

In this and the next paragraph it is shown that the extreme sets of p̂ and p
are the same for all y. Let p̂1 < p̂2 < . . . < p̂K denote the distinct values of p̂,
and denote the corresponding values of p by p1, . . . , pK . Denote corresponding
extreme sets by Cp̂j

and Cpj
, j = 1, . . . , K. Because {p̂i : i = 1, . . . , K} are

distinct, p̂(y) = p̂i implies that p(y) = pi. It is clear that p1 ≤ p2 ≤ . . . ≤ pK

because Cp̂j
is a subset of Cp̂j+1 , j = 1, . . . , K − 1. If y ∈ Cp̂i

, then p̂(y) = p̂j

for some j, j ≤ i, so p(y) = pj ≤ pi, which implies that y ∈ Cpi
. Therefore

Cp̂i
⊂ Cpi

, i = 1, . . . , K.
Now we shall show that the inclusion goes the other direction. This is ac-

complished by showing that p1, . . . , pK are distinct, for then p(y) = pi implies
that p̂(y) = p̂i, and the argument in the last paragraph works when the roles
of p̂ and p are switched. Note that Pr(Cp̂j

; π0) is a sum of terms correspond-
ing to different values of t0. Each term with t0 �= 0 and t0 �= n is a positive
multiple of πt0

0 (1 − π0)n−t0 . If t0 = 0, the term is (1 − π0)n, and if t0 = n, it
is πn

0 . Note that t0 = 0 only for the outcome y = 0, and t0 = n only for the
outcome y = (1, . . . , 1). Assume that these two outcomes are only in Cp̂K

. Then
for j < K, every term in Pr(Cp̂j

; π0) is continuous for π0 ∈ [0, 1], positive for
π0 ∈ (0, 1), and 0 for π0 = 0 or π0 = 1. Therefore Pr(Cp̂j

; π0) takes its maximum
at a value π0∗ ∈ (0, 1). Thus

pj+1 = sup
π0

Pr(Cp̂j+1 ; π0)

≥ Pr(Cp̂j+1 ; π0∗)

= pj + Pr
[
p̂(Y ) = p̂j+1; π0∗

]
;

the last term is positive, so we may conclude that pj+1 > pj , j = 1, . . . , K − 1.
Therefore the extreme sets of p̂ and p are the same. These two statistics induce
the same partial ordering on the sample space.

Although p̂(y) and p(y) take different values, their differences are not re-
lated to their performances as test statistics; as such, they are equivalent. One
difference is that p(y) is always equal to its target: for each y ∈ S,

p(y) = sup
π0

Pr
[
Cp̂(y); π0

]
= sup

π0

Pr
[
Cp(y); π0

]

since Cp̂(y) = Cp(y).

3.2. Accuracy

The accuracy of p̂(y) refers to the difference between p̂(y) and its target
p(y). We may say that p̂ is accurate at y if p̂(y) = p(y). It is conservative if
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p̂(y) > p(y) and anti-conservative if p̂(y) < p(y). From the result just shown,
p(y) is accurate for all y. If p̂(y) < p(y), then for some values of π0 ∈ Ω0, it
overstates the rarity of outcomes as extreme as y. Said differently, it gives the
impression that H0 should be rejected at the p̂(y) level of significance when in
fact it should be rejected only at the p(y) level of significance. On the other hand,
if p̂(y) > p(y), then H0 is not rejected at the p(y) level of significance when it
could be rejected. For these reasons, conservative p-values are preferred to anti-
conservative p-values, but it is desirable to have a p-value that is minimally
conservative.

The values p1 < p2 < . . . < pK of p can be used to specify a minimally
conservative critical value for a size-α test of H0 based on p̂; it is p̂j , where j is
the subscript of the greatest pi that does not exceed α. By the result just shown,
the test that rejects H0 when p̂(y) ≤ p̂j is equivalent to the test that rejects H0

when p(y) ≤ pj.

3.3. P-values based on different statistics

Most p-values are based on a test statistic, like the likelihood-ratio statistic or
the conditional score statistic. Let W (Y ) be a real-valued statistic. Let p̂W (y)
denote a p-value based on W . Commonly, approximate p-values are defined as
1 − F

[
W (y)

]
where F is a fully-specified cumulative distribution function, like

a chi-squared distribution. Let CW (y) denote the extreme set at y defined by
p̂W (instead of Cp̂W

(y)).
A conditional p-value for the outcome y based on W is

p̂cW (y) = Pr
[
CW (y)|T0(Y ) = t0

]

under H0, where t0 = T0(y) and the c in the subscript is for “conditional”. These
are usually called exact conditional p-values. M e h t a and H i l t o n [9] show
that such p-values are conservative for all outcomes.

H. O. L a n c a s t e r [8] proposed mid -p-values to lessen the conservativeness
of conditional p-values. A mid-p-value based on W is defined as

p̂cW5(y) = Pr(W > w|t0) + .5Pr(W = w|t0)
= p̂cW (y) − (1 − .5)Pr(W = w|t0),

where w = W (y), and the 5 in the subscript stands for .5 or 50% (other fractions
could be used, too). Clearly, p̂cW5(y) ≤ p̂cW (y) for all outcomes y, and so it is
less conservative than p̂cW . It is possible that there are outcomes for which it is
anti-conservative.

Each specification of a criterion statistic W can lead to several p-values based
on it, including an approximate p-value p̂W , a conditional p-value p̂cW , and
a mid-p-value p̂cW5. Each of these has its own target (or unconditional) p-value—
—pW , pcW , and pcW5, respectively, and all of these may be different. There are
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many other possibilities. For example, a conditional p-value can be constructed
based on the statistic pW , and it is not necessarily identical to p̂cW .

At this writing, the p-values available in statistical computing packages for
contingency tables and logistic regression include: approximate p-values based on
Wald, score, and likelihood-ratio statistics; conditional p-values with outcomes
ordered by likelihood-ratio and conditional score statistics, and by conditional
probability Pr(y|t0) under H0; and mid-p versions of these same conditional
p-values. StatXact 5 [5] includes the unconditional exact test for comparing
two binomial proportions, which is the target of the Pearson chi-squared ap-
proximate p-value. P-values (approximate, exact conditional, and mid-p) based
on the likelihood-ratio statistic, conditional score statistic, and the F -statistic
obtained from the least-squares regression of the 0-1 response on appropriately
defined predictor variables (an intercept and c−1 dummy variables, for example)
were examined for this paper.

It can be shown that, in the setting considered here, F and the conditional
score statistic order outcomes with the same value of t0 identically, but differently
across different values of t0. This means that conditional p-values based on these
two statistics are identical, that is, p̂cF ≡ p̂cS.

4. Examples

4.1. Targets and accuracy in a 2 × 2 table

Five p-values and their targets are shown in Table 1 for the 2 × 2 table with
frequencies 5 and 1 in the first row. KP is Pearson’s chi-squared statistic. It and
the F statistic are one-to-one for 2×c tables (see D ’A g o s t i n o [6]), so p̂F and
p̂KP are one-to-one, and hence their extreme sets CF and CKP are identical for
all outcomes, and they have the same targets. For this table, the extreme set for
the LR approximate p-value, CLR, comprises outcomes corresponding to 86 of
the 182 distinct pairs of values of the sufficient statistic. The other extreme sets
are subsets of this one, with CcS5 ⊂ CcS ⊂ CF . Computed under H0, suprema
of Pr(CW ; π0) occur at different values of π0 for the different criterion statistics.
These approximate p-values and probabilities of their extreme sets are shown in
Figure 1.

For this table we have five p-values (p̂). The four that are less than .05 are
approximate, while the one that is greater is said to be exact. Relative to their
targets, p̂LR and p̂cS are the most inaccurate; p̂LR is anti-conservative and p̂cS is
conservative. The conditional score mid-p-value is quite accurate for this table;
p̂F is less so, but considerably more accurate than p̂LR and p̂cS. The targets,
all perfectly accurate, differ considerably, from .0440 to .0851. This illustrates
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Table 1. P-values and their targets for the 2 × 2 contingency table with
column totals n1 =12 and n2 =13 and frequencies 5 and 1 in the first row.

Statistic p̂ p

LR 0.0404 0.0851
F 0.0491 0.0532

KP 0.0469 0.0532
cS 0.0730 0.0484
cS5 0.0440 0.0440

that accurate p-values based on different statistics can differ considerably for the
same data. Different, equally correct answers are possible. Different approximate
p-values have different targets, and so their values relative to one another do
not say anything about their accuracy. That they cluster together, as the four
lesser ones do here, can’t be taken as an indication of a correct value by con-
sensus.

Figure 2 shows sixteen plots of pairs of these p-values and their targets for
all the 2 × 2 contingency tables with n1 = 12 and n2 = 13. The approximate
p-values considered are p̂LR, p̂F , p̂cS , and p̂cS5. The 225 outcomes in the sample
space produce 182 distinct pairs of values of the sufficient statistics T0 and T1

with varying multiplicities. Each point shown in the plots represents one of these
outcomes. Each p-value and its target were computed exactly for every possible
combination of values of the sufficient statistics.

The diagonal plots in Figure 2 show the p-values versus their respective tar-
gets. Points representing outcomes for which p̂ is close to its target lie close to
the diagonal, equi-angular line. Points above this line show that p̂ > p, and so
p̂ is conservative; points below the line, anti-conservative. The LR approximate
p-value is inaccurate and consistently anti-conservative in the range depicted.
The conditional score p-value p̂cS is conservative, but its inaccuracy varies:
around pcS = .04 it is only slightly inaccurate, while around pcS = .05 it is quite
conservative. The F approximate p-value p̂F is slightly anti-conservative, and
it is not more inaccurate than p̂cS . The mid-p-value p̂cS5 compensates nicely
for the conservatism of p̂cS. It and p̂F are comparably accurate, but p̂cS5 is
slightly more accurate overall. As a rough gauge of accuracy, consider how these
p-values would perform as tests of H0 at the 5% level of significance. For p̂LR,
the five points in the lower-right quadrant in the plot of p̂LR vs. pLR indicate
that p̂LR(y) < .05 but pLR > .05: that is, for these outcomes the test based on
p̂LR would reject H0 because the critical value (.05) is too great, leading to a
true size that is about .08 instead of .05. The test that rejects H0 if p̂F ≤ .05
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Figure 1. Approximate p-values (horizontal lines) and probabilities of ex-
treme sets for a 2×2 contingency table with column totals n1 = 12, n2 = 13
and frequencies 5 and 1 in the first row.

produces only one such discrepant point, as does the test based on p̂cS, while
the test based on p̂cS5 produces none.

The six plots above the diagonal show the extent to which approximate p-
-values differ for the same outcomes. The six plots below the diagonal depict
differences among perfectly accurate p-values. In each graph above and below
the diagonal, there is more agreement than disagreement. Below the diagonal,
where accurate p-values are depicted, only a few points indicate different conclu-
sions (at the 5% or 10% level of significance). For those few outcomes, though,
one accurate p-value would reject H0 while the other would not—different con-
clusions, both equally valid.

4.2. Accuracy in Cochran’s example

Early in the literature on exact and approximate p-values, W . G . C o c h r a n
([3], pp. 329–330) compared chi-squared approximate p-values and exact condi-
tional p-values for a 2 × 4 contingency table. His table showed the first, third,
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phat_LR by
p_LR      

phat_LR by
phat_F    

phat_LR by
phat_cS   

phat_LR by
phat_cS5  

p_F  by
p_LR   

phat_F  by
p_F       

phat_F  by
phat_cS   

phat_F  by
phat_cS5  

p_cS by
p_LR   

p_cS by
p_F    

phat_cS by
p_cS      

phat_cS by
phat_cS5  

p_cS5by
p_LR   

p_cS5by
p_F    

p_cS5by
p_cS   

phat_cS5by
p_cS5     

Figure 2. 2 × 2 table, n1 = 12, n2 = 13. Plots of p̂LR, p̂F , p̂cS , and p̂cS5

and their targets against each other. Axes extend from 0 to 0.10. Outcomes

with one of the two p-values out of range are shown as *. Plotting symbols
are scaled according to multiplicities.

and fifth columns in Table 2, along with a correction for continuity, which is
not shown here. Comparing χ2

3 Table and Conditional p-values, he concluded,
“The agreement is not good, the tabular P ’s being fairly consistently too low”.
If this setting is a test of homogeneity in independent samples of four subjects
each from four populations, and the row totals are not in fact fixed, then the
conclusion is not so clear because the two p-values have different targets, shown
in Table 2. For outcomes likely to be of interest, say those with χ2

0 ≥ 6, the
approximate Table p-value is reasonably close to its target—except for χ2

0 = 16,
closer than the Conditional p-value is to its target. In this sense, the approxi-
mate p-value is more accurate than the “exact” Conditional p-value. Regarded
as tests at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of significance, both approximate p-values
(χ2

3 Table and Conditional) lead to the same conclusions as their targets, except
when χ2

0 = 8, where Conditional fails to reject at the 5% level.
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Table 2. Chi-squared p-values and their targets for a 2 × 4 contingency
table, for homogeneity of row probabilities. Rows correspond to the 0–1
response, columns to populations. Row sums are 8, column sums are all 4.
‘Count’ is frequency among all possible tables with n = 16 and the fixed

column totals. ‘Conditional’ is the conditional probability computed from
this frequency distribution of χ2

0; for example, .064 = (432+384+6)/12870.
Targets are suprema (under H0) of unconditional probabilities of ≤ p-

-values.

P-values, Pr
[
χ2 ≥ χ2

0

]

χ2
0 Count χ2

3 Table Target Conditional Target

0 1296 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 6912 .572 .774 .899 .703
4 1536 .261 .312 .362 .303
6 2304 .112 .126 .243 .133
8 432 .046 .050 .064 .045
10 384 .019 .012 .030 .012
16 6 .0011 .0005 .0005 .0001

5. Discussion

Computing exact conditional p-values, determining the accuracy of a p-value,
and finding its target in order to get an accurate p-value are daunting compu-
tational tasks. It is reasonable to ask whether there is substantial gain to be
had by doing so. There seems to have been more effort devoted to developing
algorithms for exact conditional p-values than to assessing the extent to which
they are more useful than existing approximate p-values.

M e h t a and H i l t o n [9] examined the accuracy of p-values in 2× 3 contin-
gency tables with total sample sizes ranging from 30 to 900. Surprisingly, they
did not examine the customary chi-squared approximate p-value in this context.
For comparing three binomial probabilities with samples of size 10 each, the
size of the nominal 5% level of significance test, which rejects H0 if the Pearson
chi-squared statistic is ≥ the upper 5th percentile of a chi-squared distribution
with 2 degrees of freedom, is 0.0501. For sample sizes of 20 each it is 0.0524;
5 each, 0.0588. B e r g e r and B o o s [2] did not consider the chi-squared ap-
proximate p-value in their 2× 2 example either; to three decimal places, it gives
the same p-value (0.037) that they get by maximizing the probability of lesser
p-values over a confidence set for the nuisance parameter. For comparing two
binomial probabilities (2 × 2 tables), D ’A g o s t i n o et al. [7] investigated the
accuracies of the Fisher exact test (an exact conditional test) and the chi-squared
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and t tests (these two test statistics are one-to-one for two-sided alternatives, but
they get approximate p-values from their respective eponymous distributions).
Noting that the Fisher exact test is “extremely conservative” and the actual
significance levels of the approximate tests are reasonably close to their nominal
levels, they recommended that the chi-squared test “should replace the Fisher
exact test”.

The examples shown in this paper are limited in scope. They share one char-
acteristic, that they are all based on small sample sizes, smaller than in most
of the studies mentioned above. Two things stand out. The conditional score
mid-p-value performs well in terms of accuracy. And the approximate p-value
based on the F statistic performs acceptably, even surprisingly, well, even with
the small sample sizes considered here. On the negative side, the LR approxi-
mate p-value is anti-conservative, and the conditional score p-value is sometimes
quite conservative. The targets of these p-values, considered as (exact uncondi-
tional) p-values in their own right, are, of course, accurate, and they can give
different indications from the same data.

Until a good reason is found for using LR-based p-values, among those p-
-values examined for this paper, p̂cS5 and p̂F appear to be acceptable. The
amount of computation required to get p̂F is trivial compared to that required
to get p̂cS5, except for very small sample sizes. At customary levels of significance,
they appear to give similar results, which is not surprising, given the relation
noted earlier.
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